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 Modern Methods in Canal Operation and Control

 Canal Hydraulics

 Canal Operations

 Automatic Control

 Lab Operation – Hands on

 Flow Measurement

 Instrumentation

 Canal Olympics

 Field Installation and Preventive Maintenance
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Local Manual control is very difficult
Overshot gates are easier to regulate
Communication is important
Changes in demand at tail end resulted in significant pool level 
fluctuations upstream 
Automation works better



Let us ponder this problem



In the United States, as elsewhere, the days of very low cost irrigation water, whether delivered from a
publicly supported large-scale system, pumped from an aquifer, or diverted from a nearby river likely are
diminishing at a non-trivial rate. Rising energy costs, changes in public preferences, and increasing public
awareness are contributing to this trend. Policy makers will increasingly rely on irrigation pricing strategies and
markets to motivate improvements in water management and to improve resource allocation. Farm-level costs will
increase, but innovative management and wise use of technology will enable farmers to adjust in ways that
generate greater value from limited water resources.



Top 10 List of Reasons not to Modernize

1. Our reservoir will fill up next spring. It always does?
2. Climate change is a big hoax. So is peak oil.
3. We have “highority”.  No need to conserve.
4. The guy at the end of the canal can get by for a day or two.
5. All this water diverted, and not used, just runs back into 

the river. What is the big deal?
6. Fish in the river are survivors. They hide behind rocks.
7. We can get to those check boards if a heavy rain happens.  

After all, we got 4 wheel drive.
8. Our ditch riders are good at anticipating demand. We know 

how these farmers think.
9. Let us replace that siphon with a bigger pipe. It is not that 

much more expensive.
10. Heard during a presentation : “I am no engineer but…..”
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Scheduled

Demand

Branch of river, farmer operated turnouts



Scheduled deliveries or prediction

Supply flow changes in advance of predicted turnout flow

Water turned into headworks is routed through canal

Local upstream water level control at checks

Constant downstream pool depth operation

Overshot gate control reacts to water level changes

Excess  or shortage occurs at tail end

Response and recovery characteristics, automatic control is reactive



Demand oriented operation

Local downstream water level control at checks

Water level target is distant from check, lag time

Changes migrate to canal headworks, inflow changes

Response and recovery characteristics, automatic control 
is reactive



Maintain constant level upstream from check by gate changes

Maintain constant flow through open turnouts

Minimize flow through wasteways

Accommodate storm inflow or general power failure to pumps

 Happy farmers.  Is this possible?



QUESTIONS
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